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Purchase Your Park Pass!
Whether walking, driving, or skiing through the park, all must pay the entrance fee.

The Acadia National Park $20 weekly pass ($10 in the shoulder
seasons) and $40 annual pass are available at the following
locations in Maine:

Nicole Taliaferro

YEAR-ROUND
ACADIA NATIONAL PARK HEADQUARTERS
(on the Eagle Lake Road/Rte. 233 in Bar Harbor)
MAY – NOVEMBER
HULLS COVE VISITOR CENTER
SAND BEACH ENTRANCE STATION
ISLAND EXPLORER/ACADIA NATIONAL PARK
INFORMATION CENTER
SEAWALL CAMPGROUND
BLACKWOODS CAMPGROUND
Park pass fees make possible vital maintenance projects in Acadia.

FAMILY FUN AT LITTLE LONG POND
Sunday, July 23, 2:00 – 5:00 p.m.

I

n a recent meeting with Friends of Acadia
staff and board, Acadia National Park
Superintendent Sheridan Steele shared
alarming statistics about the decrease of young
people exploring Acadia and other national
parks. This is not a problem unique to national parks—today’s children are increasingly disconnected from nature.
Richard Louv, child advocacy expert and
author of Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our
Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder, paints a
disturbing picture of how we are losing touch
with the natural world and, more importantly, how we are failing our children by not
working harder to introduce them to nature.
Instead of passing their free time hiking,
swimming, and exploring the outdoors,
children are more likely to sit in front of the
computer or the television set.
To counteract this problem and to introduce the island’s young people and their families to the great activities available in the park,
Friends will host Acadia Adventure: Family

Fun Day on Sunday, July 23 from 2:00 to 5:00
at Little Long Pond in Seal Harbor. The activities will be ideal for children from 3–10 years
old and their parents, grandparents, aunts,
and/or uncles. Event details are not finalized,
but the possible activities include:
Nature walk
Scavenger hunt
Maze
Rock climbing
Carriage rides
Max the horse
Wild animal showcase
Kayaking
Story telling
Pony rides
Hot air balloon rides
We hope you will save the date and join us
for family fun on July 23! For more information or to register, contact Lisa Horsch at 2883340 or lisahorsch@friendsofacadia.org.

M.C.M. ELECTRIC, INC.
Residential & Commercial Wiring
Generators & Pole Line Construction
Certified Installer of Leviton
Integrated Networks
Michael C. Musetti
49 Hall Quarry Road
Mount, Desert, ME 04660

(207) 244-7454
e-mail: mcmelectric@direcway.com

Marsh USA, Inc.
Private Client Services
Yacht Practice

New Members
We are pleased to welcome our newest Friends:
Mark and Barbara Amstutz, PA
Acadia Banis, PA
William and Gail Barth, NY
Hillary Bassett, ME
Joan Bennert, ME
Sarah Besadny, PA
William and Ethel Brennan, ME
Benjamin and Antoinette Brewster, VA
Laura Bury, FL
Amy Case, NH
Andy Cook and Jaki Ellis, ME
Frank Costello, PA
Gary and Ruth Crowell, ME
Robert Cunningham, GA
Margaret Drugovich, OH
Thomas Esperson, MA
Jean Ewing, FL
Edward and Patsy Fogarty, ME
Diane Gernert, CT
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Getz, MA
Alan Green, MD
Brooke Hafford, ME
Paul Hammett, SD
Dan Hatch, ME
Gretchen Helfrich, IL
Audrey Hughes, ME
Michael and Nancy Irish, MA
Robert Israel, AL
Michael Jennings, ME
Katherine Jewell, MA
Karen Kamfjord, OH
Michelle Kamfjord, OH
Stewart Ketcham, VT
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Robert Kriss, IL
Nancy Lewis, CT
Andrew Logan and Elizabeth Kenningott, FL
Sandra Masur and Victor Schuster, NY
Karan McReynolds, ME
Hadrian Millon, MA
Andrea Monteith, MA
Gary Nielsen, MD
Muriel Palmer, VT
Donald Palumbo, IL
Stephen Pearson Jr., PA
Kristy Pomeroy, IN
Katharine Rossow, NY
Jeanne Roy, MA
Craig Russell, MD
David and Babette Silverman, MD
Carol Steinour, PA
Dana and Peggy Stewart, ME
Nancy Stillman, MA
Wayne Strasbaugh, PA
Dawn Sunday, PA
William and Geneva Thorndike, MA
Patrick Tullmann, CA
Edward and Barbara Vatza, PA
Stephen and Constance Walsh, MA
Eleanor Watts, ME
Bryan and Alison Windmiller, MA
Pamela Winters, WY
Nancy Wood, ME
David and Elaine Zeitlin, CT

Southwest Harbor
207 244-7251
Formerly
Hinckley Marine insurance

MICHAEL L. ROSS
Attorney at Law

953-1 Bar Harbor Road
Trenton, Maine 04605
Telephone 207-667-1373
Fax 207-667-3427
1 Summit Road
Northeast Harbor
By appointment only

January 1 – March 31, 2006
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Updates
L.L. Bean Acadia Research
Fellowships Awarded
Over the next five years, L.L. Bean will grant
$25,000 per year to Friends of Acadia to
implement the L.L. Bean Acadia Research
Fellowship program. The goal of the program
is to foster field research at Acadia to understand park resources and find ways to address
management issues. The program will be
managed by the Acadia Partners for Science
and Learning, a non-profit organization partnering with the park to manage the Schoodic
Education and Research Center and develop
programs for that site.
After the first round of fellowship opportunities was publicized in late January, scientists and academicians submitted 23 proposals for field research at Acadia. Friends
of Acadia and representatives of the Park
Service, Acadia Partners for Science and
Learning, and the academic community
reviewed the proposals and selected five projects for L.L. Bean support. An additional two
projects are being funded directly by Acadia
Partners.
Fellowships in 2006 are:
Natalie Cleavitt, Cornell University, will study
lichens, mosses, and liverworts at forested
and cliff sites in Acadia. She will give the
park baseline information about these
species and will examine how the rocks and
trees on which these species grow affect
species diversity and dominance.
Holly Ewing, Bates College, and Kathleen
Weathers, Institute of Ecosystem Studies,
will sample soils from Acadia’s coniferous
and deciduous forests in order to calibrate
a model that will be used to better understand and predict how long-term deposition of air pollutants at Acadia will affect
natural resources.
Amanda Little, University of Minnesota at
Duluth, will inventory the number and type
of Sphagnum moss species in Acadia in
order to give the park baseline information
for future monitoring and to better understand how these species respond to human
and beaver activity.
Katherine McPhee, University of Maine, will
study the interaction between aphids and
the invasive European fire ant which is well
established at Acadia. Information collected will determine how the relationship
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between fire ants and aphids is changing
Acadia’s native ecosystem.
Nishanta Rajakaruna, College of the Atlantic,
will study ecological conditions and biological data for five rare plant species at
Acadia. This research will help the park
better manage and protect these species,
while increasing understanding of the causes and consequences of their rarity.
Sarah Nelson, University of Maine George
J. Mitchell Center for Environment and
Watershed Research, (funded by Acadia
Partners) will continue long-term monitoring of mercury in two of Acadia’s watersheds. Sarah will establish a citizen network
of volunteer monitors, who will work with
mentors to determine the best time
and methods for collecting samples that
provide essential data for calculating mercury budgets.
Aimee Phillippi, Unity College, (funded by
Acadia Partners) will monitor the abundance and distribution of the invasive Asian
shore crab, which was found recently for
the first time at Schoodic. Aimee’s project
will study the crab’s effects on intertidal
crab and bivalve populations and will gather data on what happens early in the invasion process.
Many of the successful research proposals
will foster participation of undergraduate and
graduate students as field assistants.
Additionally, four of the successful proposals were from universities and colleges new
to research at Acadia. Many of the scientists
will take advantage of the facilities at the
Schoodic Education and Research Center,
and several of these studies will hopefully
lead to longer-term projects with broader
benefits for Acadia.

New at Friends
Sharon Broom recently joined the Friends of
Acadia staff as development officer, responsible for membership and the Annual Fund,
bringing 25 years of experience with not-forprofit organizations.
Sharon served as development director
for the Abbe Museum for seven years before
joining the Friends staff. At the Abbe, Sharon
helped the museum raise $6.1 million for its
capital campaign to expand into the new
museum building in downtown Bar Harbor.
She also helped to increase substantially the
museum’s membership and annual appeal
income and coordinated the Abbe’s public
relations, publications, and events.

Sharon and her husband, Dick, moved to
Bar Harbor in 1999 from Chapel Hill, North
Carolina. She is a member of Bar Harbor
(MDI) Rotary and serves on the marketing
committee of the Bar Harbor Chamber of
Commerce.
In North Carolina, Sharon worked for
organizations including the North Carolina
Museum of Art and PlayMakers Repertory
Company. She holds a bachelor’s degree in
journalism from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Sharon can be reached at 207-288-3340
or sharon@friendsofacadia.org.

Hannum Dock Denied
In a five-to-two majority vote, the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court voted to deny the
application of Anne S. Hannum to build a
90-foot pier in Long Cove on the northwest
side of Mt. Desert Island. The dock had been
proposed for a sensitive ecological area with
rocky ledges known as excellent habitat for
nesting terns and pupping seals. An endangered roseate tern also had been observed at
the site.
Friends of Acadia was an intervenor in
the case, joining neighboring residents and
the Maine Attorney General’s office in opposing the dock. The case began in 1999, when
Ms. Hannum applied for a Department of
Environmental Protection permit to construct
the pier. Because of significant public outcry, the case was moved to the Board of
Environmental Protection (BEP), which held
public hearings on the application. At
Friends’ request, Dr. John Anderson of
College of the Atlantic testified about the
potential negative effects of the proposed pier
and associated boating activities on the significant unmanaged tern colony nearby.
Friends of Acadia Journal

Advocate’s Corner
Acadia National Park is facing yet another budget shortfall this year. Acadia’s funding situation for FY 2006 (ending
September 30, 2006) shows that despite
receiving a base budget increase of
$92,000 last year (an across-the-board
allocation for all parks) and an $81,000
funding increase to cover Congressionally
mandated pay raises, the park is projecting a shortfall of approximately $400,000
this year if they maintain operations at last
year’s level.
The losses are the result of appropriations that are not sufficient to keep pace
with rising costs, assessments taken by
Congress and the National Park Service,
and mandated salary increases for federal employees. These losses are compounded each year when the park is
forced to respond by making cuts to operations on top of previous year’s cuts.
Presently, the park has left vacant fourteen
permanent park jobs, reduced seasonal
interpretive programs, cut back on park
maintenance, and shut down facilities at
Blackwoods Campground for winter
camping. These compounded losses erode
Acadia’s management capabilities and

reduce visitor services.
For the FY 2007 budget, the President
recommended a $23.4 million increase in
National Park Service operations overall
– a small increase when compared to the
$600 million that the National Parks
Conservation Association’s business planning process determined was the overall
Park Service operating shortfall. Maine’s
Congressional delegation has been
extremely supportive of Acadia, and
Friends has requested their assistance
again this year to stem the erosion of park
funding. We encourage you to thank the
Maine delegation and express your support for funding Acadia’s operating needs.
If you would like to get more involved
in policy issues related to Acadia, consider joining the Acadia Advocacy Network.
Send an e-mail to stephanie@friendsofacadia.org with the words, “Subscribe
Advocacy Network” in the subject line of
the message. You will receive periodic
announcements of events or meetings to
highlight important issues, opportunities
to weigh in with the Maine Congressional
delegation, or occasions to comment on
park publications. ❧

Tom Blagden

The BEP ruled against Ms. Hannum’s
application, citing unreasonable impacts on
scenery and wildlife and the fact that she had
several practicable alternative means to access
the water. The case was appealed all the way
to the Maine Supreme Judicial Court, which
sent it back to the BEP in 2003 citing concern that the Board based its decision partially on speculation that additional docks
would be built in the area as a result of Ms.
Hannum’s application. The BEP once again
ruled in the intervenors’ favor and Ms.
Hannum appealed. The Attorney General’s
office and lawyers for the intervenors defended the BEP ruling through Superior Court
and back to the Maine Supreme Judicial
Court.
In its final ruling, the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court relied heavily on Dr.
Anderson’s testimony about the unique
nature of the wildlife habitat and tern colony.
After six long years of an uncertain future,
the area will remain an important, relatively
undisturbed natural area. Friends thanks Dr.
Anderson, Robert Shaw, and all who testified
during its fight to protect this area, with special thanks to Jamie Nixon and Jim Wholly,
lawyers who deftly argued its position
throughout the process.

American Redstart along Duck Brook, Acadia National Park.
Friends of Acadia Journal
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DMJM Harris

After public input, the partners in the Acadia Gateway Center chose this design concept for the 369-acre Crippens Creek property in Trenton. The Center is planned
to include three basic facilities: offices and a maintenance center for Downeast Transportation and the Island Explorer bus system, a transit center where day visitors
and commuters to MDI will be able to board the buses, and an adjacent welcome center for visitors to purchase park entry passes and gather information about Acadia
and community destinations.

Crippens Creek Environmental
Assessment Progresses
DMJM Harris Planning consultants are on
track to complete the federal Environmental
Assessment for the Acadia Gateway Center
in early summer of 2006. The Acadia
Gateway Center is the transportation and welcome center proposed for the Crippens Creek
property, a 369-acre parcel in Trenton on
which Friends of Acadia holds an option.
Friends will purchase the property in 2006
if the Environmental Assessment determines
no significant environmental impacts associated with the project. Facility engineering
will commence thereafter, and construction
would begin in several years.
The consultants prepared several preliminary site design alternatives that were
reviewed by the public at an informational
meeting in late March. The alternatives present a diversity of building and parking
arrangements—some with the transportation
center and park information building com-
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bined; others arranged more like a campus.
Wetlands and other environmentally sensitive
areas will be identified for protection as part
of the Environmental Assessment.
Based on public input, the consultants will
fine-tune the alternatives and begin identifying potential impacts. A preferred alternative
will be selected by the project partners. Once
the Environmental Assessment is complete, it
will go through a final public review and then
will be sent to the Federal Transit
Administration and the National Park Service
for their determination on whether the project should proceed. For more information,
contact Stephanie Clement at 288-3340 or
stephanie@ friendsofacadia.org.

Friends Welcomes
Ridge Runners and Interns
Friends of Acadia is pleased to have two
returning interns and four new seasonal
employees contacting visitors on the trails of
Acadia. The Ridge Runners and Recreation

Intern are scheduled to start training in late
June and work in the field through late
August. Thanks to an endowment from an
anonymous donor established as part of
Acadia Trails Forever, the Ridge Runners will
inform visitors about Leave No Trace principles, distribute park surveys, construct cairns
and remove misleading ones, hand out water
and maps to unprepared visitors, and serve
as an outreach arm of Friends of Acadia.
The 2006 Ridge Runners and Recreation
Intern are:
Heather Bleick. Heather received undergraduate degrees in geology and business
administration from St. Norbert College
in 2003 and completed her masters program in Earth and Environmental
Sciences at Vanderbilt University in 2005.
She has worked as a geology specialist
at the College of William and Mary and
has taught undergraduate laboratory
classes as well as presented hands-on science activities to elementary and midFriends of Acadia Journal

dle school students.

College of the Atlantic in 2006. Last summer, he worked as an intern in the Wild
Gardens of Acadia. He returns to the
Friends of Acadia staff this summer as the
Recreation Intern. Bhupi is a Davis
Scholar and will continue his education
in the fall in the masters program at the
University of Maine School of
Engineering.

Kim Counts. Kim graduated from
Presbyterian College in elementary education in 2002 and is pursuing a masters
degree in environmental studies at the
College of Charleston. Kim is a Registered
Maine Guide and has led kayak tours and
education programs around Mount Desert
Island for several summers.
Pat Mahoney. Pat graduated from Bowdoin
College in 2005 with degrees in environmental studies and Latin American studies. Pat worked for Friends of Acadia in
the 2005 season as the Recreation Intern.
He has prior experience working on stewardship projects for the Maine Island Trail
Association and Maine Coast Heritage
Trust.
Bhupi Nagpure. Bhupi received his baccalaureate degree in human ecology from

Vassar Pierce. Vassar completed a degree
in business administration at Bucknell
University in 2006. Having worked as a
corporate trainer and sales representative for a business solutions company, he
has extensive experience speaking with
the public—a skill that has prepared him
for the Ridge Runner job.
We look forward to sending these talented
young employees into the field as roving
ambassadors for both Acadia National Park
and Friends of Acadia.

ACADIA

A BOOKLOVER’S HAVEN
Open year-round
Monday-Saturday 9:30-5:30; Sunday 12:00-6:00
Website: www.portinastormbookstore.com
Main St. Rt 102 in Somesville,
Mount Desert, ME 04660
207 244-4114 • Toll Free: 800 694-4114
Email portbks@acadia.net

by the numbers

AMERICA’S PROTECTED LANDS
1 of every 5
US acres managed by the Department of the Interior

388

Main Street, Northeast harbor
276-4006

Number of units (National Parks, Monuments, Historic Areas, etc.) in the
National Park System

Neighborhood Road, Northeast Harbor
276-4005

58
National parks in the National Park Service (NPS)

$600 million
Estimated operating shortfall for NPS

$4.5 billion - $9.7 billion
Tom Blagden

Estimated NPS maintenance backlog

2005 AT ACADIA
2,051,484
Recreation visits

526,859
Recreation visits in August

7.1%
Decline in visits from 2004

WINE & CHEESE
244-3317
353 Main Street, Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679
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Book Reviews
Back to Nature to get children learning about nature—hands
Last Child in the Woods:
Saving Our Children
from Nature-Deficit
Disorder

on—by exploring tide pools, rocks, and life
on the forest floor.
—Bill Zoellick

by Richard Louv,
Algonquin Books,
Chapel Hill, NC,2005,

The Flavor
of Maine

336 pp., $24.95, hardcover.

Recipes from a
Very Small Island

“In my children’s memories, the
adventures we’ve had together in
nature will always exist. These will
be their turtle tales.”

By Linda Greenlaw
& Martha Greenlaw,
Hyperion, New York, 2005.
240 pp., $25.95, hardcover.

Nicole Taliaferro

From Last Child in the Woods
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Paul, a San Diego fourth-grader, explained his
feelings about the out-of-doors this way: “I
like to play indoors better, ‘cause that’s where
all the electrical outlets are.” Paul’s story is just
one of hundreds that Louv tells in making his
case that children are disengaged from nature
in ways that go beyond anything we have seen
before.
It’s a cause for concern. As Acadia
Superintendent Sheridan Steele said in the last
issue of this publication, “The future of the
national parks, at least the public support for
them, may depend on how today’s youth come
to view our vast array of natural and cultural
resources that make up our collective heritage.”
Louv’s stories about children’s experience
with nature—or the lack of it—show that
the problem is more than just too much TV.
In Louv’s telling the causes include restrictive
covenants, our approach to environmental
education, fear about children’s safety, the
need for tort reform, and … you get the idea.
Which is the problem with the book. It
does a better job of sounding the alarm than
it does with telling you how to get your hands
on a fire extinguisher. But sounding the alarm
is a good thing. And, if Louv’s stories get
your attention, his notes at the back point you
to sources that take a more analytical look at
the problem and at possible solutions.
One solution does come through: those of
us who love the parks need to do even more

Linda Greenlaw, Isle au Haut’s resident celebrity and bestselling author of The Hungry Ocean,
All Fishermen are Liars, and The Lobster
Chronicles co-authored this cookbook with her
mother, Martha Greenlaw. Recipes from a Very
Small Island is chock-full of character and
authenticity. More than a cookbook, it’s a visual and virtual trip to Maine. The recipes are
interspersed with vibrant, larger-than-life photographs and charming anecdotes of coastal
life, friends, and community. The 75 or so
recipes are rich in the flavors of coastal Maine,
including lobster, crabs, blueberries, cranberries, and the traditional staple, beans.
Witty verse and wonderful imagery aside,
this cookbook is notable for the ease of preparation and nutritional value of many of its
recipes. Each calls for fresh, wholesome Maine
ingredients. Most can be prepared in a relatively short time, adding up to a collection of
traditional recipes that are, in fact, quite modern in the way they fit current lifestyles. And
some of the recipes are downright trendy, for
instance: “Grilled Marinated Scallops with
Ginger and Sesame,” “Madeira-Sautéed
Lobster on Angel Hair Pasta,” “Grilled Salmon
with Fresh Blueberry Corn Salsa,” “Roasted
Root Vegetables with Thyme and Marjoram
Vinaigrette,” and, of course, the “CranberryOrange Jell-O-Shots.”
You will experience Maine all over again,
wherever you are, with this wonderful collection of recipes.
—Bridget Moore
Friends of Acadia Journal

Friends of Schoodic

ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE

T

and fall, the AIR program offers professional
artists the opportunity to be part of the longestablished creative tradition of our national
park and the Downeast region. It enables them
to explore their creativity and find inspiration
in the splendor of Acadia. It allows them to
produce work that recognizes and celebrates
the diversity of our region.
Artists participating in the fall session of
the Acadia AIR program are based at the
Schoodic District. Schoodic’s rugged beauty
and quiet isolation offer an ideal setting for
the pursuit of the artists’ craft, inspiring them

Rosemary Levin

hat a long-established relationship
exists between the National Park
Service and the arts is unquestionable.
From the spectacular wonder of Acadia’s
shores to the rugged awe of Yosemite’s terrain,
our national parks stimulate creativity. The
beauty of the American landscape, the splendor of nature, the drama of history, and the
diversity of humanity have long been captured
in lasting works of arts. Painters, sculptors,
authors, photographers, composers, and other
artists have traditionally studied, interpreted, and preserved our park’s natural and cul-

Artist-in-Residence Nina Weiss (www.ninaweiss.com) interprets Arey Cove, Little Moose Island.

tural resources. They have documented our
parks flora, fauna, geography, and geology.
Inspired by our parks, they have illustrated
our country’s history, portrayed its societies,
and depicted its people. They have brought
pleasure, furthered understanding, encouraged appreciation, advocated protection, and
generated support for our parks.
The Acadia region’s relationship with the
arts dates back to the mid-1800s, when landscape painters, known as rusticators, came
to MDI to capture its beauty. These artists have
since been followed by others, working in a
variety of media. They come to the region to
practice their craft in our dramatic, yet tranquil environment. This historic relationship
between artists and the Acadia region is the
foundation of the Artist-In-Residence (AIR)
program at Acadia National Park. Each spring
Friends of Acadia Journal

to create works that enhance understanding,
promote preservation, and champion conservation. During their three-week stay at
Schoodic, the artists are provided housing
on the Schoodic Education and Research
Center (SERC) campus and work with the
5th–8th grade students of the Schoodic
Education Adventure (SEA) program.
Friends of Schoodic supports these artists
by providing them with a local point of contact in addition to the park rangers responsible for administering the program. FOS volunteers are available to welcome the artists
to Schoodic, answer their questions about the
resources and culture of the local community and Downeast area, and provide a range of
assistance and support. They serve as liaisons
between the visiting artists and the local arts
community, bringing the visiting and local

artists together in an exchange of creative
experiences. They are prepared to assist with
programs that showcase the artists’ work and
enable them to share their talents and perspectives with the public.
Through our involvement with the Artistin-Residence program at Schoodic, Rosemary
and I have perceived a synergy between SERC
and the arts. We speculate about further
opportunities for the arts here. We imagine,
for example, the creation of a space dedicated to the artistic tradition of the national parks.
We can conceive of an arts center at SERC
for cataloging and displaying works donated
to the park. We can envision a gallery hosting exhibitions that support the National Park
Service mission by featuring works celebrating nature and humanity, encouraging stewardship, and advocating protection and
preservation. A SERC arts center might also
sponsor educational and outreach opportunities and foster interaction between science
and the arts. Such a center could serve a wide
array of audiences, attract a variety of partners, enrich interdisciplinary programs, and
provide diverse opportunities to celebrate the
natural and cultural resources of Acadia
National Park, the Schoodic peninsula,
Downeast Maine, and our nation.
Rosemary and I are excited about the arts
at Acadia and SERC because the distinctive
nature of the Schoodic District inspires us, as
it does the other Friends of Schoodic members, all of whom have an extraordinary level
of energy and commitment. FOS welcomes
new participants, helpers, ideas, and suggestions. We meet at 7:00 p.m. on the second
Wednesday of each month on the SERC campus. You can find out more about FOS on
the web at www.friendsofschoodic.org, or by
contacting us at P.O. Box 194, Prospect
Harbor, ME 04669. We invite you to join us—
our only requirement is a love for Acadia
National Park and a special passion for the
undeveloped splendor that is Schoodic.❧
— Garry Levin
GARRY LEVIN is chairman of Friends of
Schoodic, a committee of Friends of Acadia.
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FRIENDS OF ACADIA
OPERATING PHILOSOPHY

Tom Blagden

To accomplish our mission,
1. We advocate. We advance park interests before Congress and the Maine Legislature, within the National Park Service and
other federal, state or local bodies, and among the general public.
2. We make grants. We raise private funds for select capital projects in Acadia and for its enlightened stewardship, creating
sustainable revenues through endowments where appropriate. We strive to supplement federal funds and services, not
replace them.
3. We nullify threats. We mobilize people and forge nonprofit alliances to neutralize threats to park and community
resources.
4. We promote excellent management. We speak for responsible users in the continual betterment of park operations.
5. We operate independently. We function as a free-standing nonprofit, supportive of the park but independent from it. We
reserve the right to differ respectfully.
6. We seek a broad membership. We seek to maximize the number of park defenders, stewards, and donors. We encourage
every visitor to join Friends of Acadia as a means of giving something back to the park for the privilege of experiencing it.
7. We enhance communities. We promote conservation in border communities through programs and grants that enhance
their natural character and complement park values.
8. We support volunteerism. We supply a corps of motivated volunteers to meet designated park needs, including the upkeep
of footpaths and carriage roads.
9. We produce tangible results. We achieve measurable results from programs and funds expended.
10. We leverage donated funds. We operate on a sound financial basis, leveraging member dues and other gifts to bring the
highest conservation return per donated dollar.

Male Bufflehead on beaver pond at Schoodic.

VISION
Friends of Acadia seeks an Acadia National Park that is the best funded, best managed, and best maintained national park for
its size and volume of use. Mount Desert Island is distinguished by its intact natural character and the quality of village life. The
air is clean, the water pure. Low-emissions public transit, funded primarily by park entry fees, contributes to conserving Acadia’s
special qualities. Park visitation conforms to sensible carrying capacities. People feel a powerful reverence for their great national
park and its host island. They want to keep this place beautiful for all generations. They help protect its outstanding natural,
cultural, and economic attributes by supporting Friends of Acadia.
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FRIENDS OF ACADIA’S ANNUAL MEETING
Friday, July 14, 2006
3:45 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Business Meeting
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Cocktails on the Lawn
The Walsh House of the Regency Hotel
Bar Harbor
Meet Friends of Acadia’s new president, John Courtin; celebrate the 20th anniversary
of Friends; and learn more about how you have contributed to the betterment of the
magnificent landscape that is Acadia National Park.
Casual dress.
RSVP by July 7 to Terry at
207-288-3340, 800-625-0321, or terry@friendsofacadia.org
Parking is limited. We encourage use of the Island Explorer.
Bus schedules: www.exploreacadia.com

TRAVEL WRITING WORKSHOPS
at Acadia National Park at Schoodic Point
FOUR DAY-LONG WORKSHOPS MASTERING THE CRAFT OF TRAVEL WRITING.
Workshop Schedule:
July 29 - Introduction to Science Writing
Writing about the plants, animals, geology, and natural systems that make a place special.
August 5 - Researching Local Places
Every place has a story - find the narrative of locations abroad and close to home.
August 12 - Taking your Writing to Market
Tips for writers who want to begin publishing their work. Finding an agent, selling free-lance
magazine work, exploring self-publishing.
August 17 - Epicurean Prose
Good travel writing is often about good food. Explore writing about local produce and regional
ingredients. Sample regional Maine treats.
Instruction coordinated by Dr. Kathryn Miles, Associate Professor and Director of the Writing
Program at Unity College, assisted by practicing professional writers in the different practice areas.
Call Michelle Bierman at Acadia Partners for Science and Learning, 207-288-1326,
for information about pricing and overnight accommodations.
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Damselfly on Sundew

Mission
The mission of Friends of Acadia is to preserve and protect the outstanding natural beauty,
ecological vitality, and cultural distinctiveness of Acadia National Park and the surrounding
communities, and thereby to ensure a high quality experience for visitors and residents.
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